
TSL 301: Divi Thomae Lectiones
Veterum Sapientia Institute

Course Syllabus

Instructor: Rev. Dylan Schrader, Ph.D.
frschrader@veterumsapientia.org

Course Description

This is a readings course, focusing on the Summa theologiae of St. Thomas Aquinas, with occasional 
reference to other works of his. It presumes at least two years of Latin study and some study of 
philosophy and theology, especially Thomism. The instructor will make an effort to accommodate 
student interests when selecting the themes and texts to be read and discussed in class.

Course Goals

This course will:

1) enable students to navigate the Summa theologiae, i.e., understand its macro-level division into three
parts, its mid-level division into questions and articles, and its micro-level structure of objections, sed 
contra, respondeo, and replies.

2) give students basic familiarity with the style of St. Thomas’s Latin in the Summa, including certain 
grammatical features such as subordinate clauses and specific turns of phrase

3) help students understand a few general themes in the thought of St. Thomas, such as act/potency, 
esse, and the distinction of nature and grace.

Required Materials

All readings are provided by the instructor in PDF. They are drawn from the texts of St. Thomas 
Aquinas, formatted and adapted.

Session Tasks and Objectives

Session 1 Introduce St. Thomas Aquinas and his work with a focus on the Summa 
theologiae.

Describe the macro-structure of the Summa, its three parts and exitus-reditus 
schema.

Explain the micro-structure of the Summa into questions and articles.
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Explain how to read an article of the Summa: objections, sed contra, 
response, responses to objections.

In conversation, evaluate the students’ familiarity with the Summa, 
philosophical and theological background, and Latin fluency.

Reading: Preface to the Summa

Possible Reading: Is God Good? (adapted)

Session 2 Reading: The Necessity of Sacra Doctrina

Session 3 Reading: The Senses of Sacred Scripture

Session 4 Reading: TBD

Session 5 Reading: TBD

Session 6 Reading: TBD

Session 7 Reading: TBD

Session 8 Reading: TBD

Session 9 Reading: TBD

Session 10 Reading: TBD

Session Plan

The goal of each session is to read and discuss the assigned text. Ideally, the majority of this discussion 
takes place in Latin.

In general, class time will be used as follows:

5 minutes: greetings

5-10 minutes: instructor’s introduction to the text and theme of the day

40-45 minutes: turn-based reading of the text with discussion

discussion is usually prompted by the instructor, and may include:

quid dicitur? [are there unfamiliar words or grammar?]

quid concluditur? [what position is being argued for?]

quomodo proceditur? [how does the argument work?]

quid censes? [what do you make of this text?]



5 minutes: final words and class-related announcements or questions
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